Doggie Horoscope for Buster (short version)

Buster

Date of Birth: Thursday 9 June 2005

Place of Birth: Los Angeles, California
Introduction to Buster's Doggie Horoscope

For many of us, our pets are our best friends and constant, loyal companions. They are neither
judgmental nor critical of our own personal individual traits and characters. They co-habit with us
in a delicate balance of nature versus nurture that can, with a little help, be cultured to our
mutual benefit in order to achieve a greater understanding and more meaningful relationship.

Like us, each ‘friend’ has a different personality and is special in their own individual way. Every
one has a unique horoscope which can help to reflect their character traits, wants, needs, and the
degree of harmony with which they are able to co-exist with each other and share our work or
play times. Such an understanding helps us to seek ways to improve and accept our shared lives
and to harmonize and channel our energies to mutual benefit.
Using a chart for the ‘day’ on which our pet is born we can make this knowledge work for us by
gaining an understanding of each of their individual personalities and talents.

Like us, some are more suited to one job than another. Some will be better in the show ring or
perhaps obedience, another more suited for agility, herding sheep or guarding, whilst
undoubtedly others will be best suited to leading a life of shameless self indulgence or even just
mischief making!

Since kittens and puppies are usually born in litters, it is often not possible to find out their exact
‘time’ of birth as few breeders document the sequence in which each individual is born and
because of this, the Sun's sign is used as a basis for forming our pet’s chart.
However, by using a chart based on the day on which our companion is born an incredible
amount of information is available to help and guide us towards a happier and more rewarding
friendship.
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a

SUN - Vitality

The Sun represents Buster's character and vitality and indicates his real identity, which initially,
may or may not always be immediately apparent. It may take time for Buster to show himself in
his true colours to strangers, but wherever the Sun is found in his chart it will strongly reflect his
individuality and personality, allowing you to see his inner spark and spirit. The Sun is the most
important planet in the solar system, being the one around which all others revolve and the
Zodiac sign Buster's Sun occupies helps you to recognise when he is at his best and most likely to
be the centre of attention.

a in 3

Sun in Gemini - Restless

Outgoing and full of energy, combined with a restless free spirit, you may find yourself stretched
to keep up with Buster - and to be one step ahead near enough impossible! Full of 'va va vroom',
he may suddenly explode into a manic sort of hyper-drive at anytime and without warning, with
life passing by in a bit of a blur as he launches into doing the doggie equivalent of cartwheels and
handstands for no apparent reason other than enjoying a zest for life. With this unbridled verve,
he could be inclined to blunder on regardless, oblivious of the fact he has goofed again, as he
positively quivers with excitement at some newly discovered diversion.
Buster is faster, versatile and more adaptable than most and attacks life with nothing less than
'joie de vivre'. You will need to work hard to continually occupy him sometimes impulsive and
curious nature. Agility or herding work could be his forte, or any job that keeps him mentally and
physically occupied could be rewarding to him.
Stay the course with his antics and transgressions, although you may at once find them both
heartbreaking and hilarious. Admire the fact that he seems to have found that the secret of a
good life is never to slow down, never look back, live each day with adolescent verve, curiosity
and playfulness, and his devotion to you will come easily to him.
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s MOON - Instinctive Responses

The Moon helps us to understand how Buster identifies with you emotionally. It represents his
feelings and instinctive responses. The way he demonstrates these feelings may vary, possibly
because of his first, unconscious, memories of early puppy hood. It also helps us understand
what he needs to feel comfortable and secure and what he really loves in life.
The home environment and the security it provides is an important comfort zone to Buster.

s in 4

Moon in Cancer - Responsive
Buster is a most adorable and likeable friend to you and your family. Hugely intuitive to your
needs and the most sensitive and emotionally caring pal you could ever wish for. Eternally
optimistic and seldom discouraged he has a great ability to cheer up all those who are fortunate
enough to be included in the magical aura that surrounds him. Buster loves his home life and the
security it provides for him and is never likely to stray far from your side. Always there to greet
you enthusiastically when you return, it is part of his charisma that makes the house feel like
'home sweet home' for you.
As he is so generous spirited with his love and affection, he can be a little over emotional, needy
and feel very insecure and even sulky if he feels unloved. You will need to give him lots of
reassurance and petting to overcome this lack of confidence.
As he is lively and eager to please and occasionally a bit of a lovable lunatic, he has lots of
nervous energy and loves to play and have fun. However, at times he can seem a bit of a yo-yo
in temperament and although he detests any form of violence, he can become a bit moody, or
even sulky, especially around the time of a full moon.

Buster goes out of his way to try to understand your needs and has the innate ability to get on
with almost any animal or human friend he chooses. Buster has a huge urge to protect those
around him and when in this mode, can become a quite territorial and defensive character, ready
to protect you vigorously if needed.
An excellent family member who enjoys company at all times, he is not appreciative of being left
home alone for long periods of time. Buster may then use his home den as a comfort zone and
filling it with soft cuddly toys can go some way to answering his needs at these times.
Give him lots of love and affection to satisfy his sometimes rather clingy nature - then watch
Buster return it in spades and stay a most adoring and faithful friend.
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d

MERCURY - Understanding

Mercury represents the mind and dictates how easily Buster is able to communicate with us. It is
reflected in his intelligence and in his ability to reason and assess situations he encounters.
Although Buster can’t use words to actually speak to us, Mercury reflects his ability to talk to us
in his own way and to understand and be understood.

d in 3

Mercury in Gemini - Young at heart

Gregarious by nature, Buster is never likely to be short of friends who could not be more thrilled
than to join him in whatever excellent activity he next decides to indulge himself in.
Buster is too wired and rambunctious to be cooped up in a pen, he is born to bustle and forced
idleness will drag him down. Sneaking away will be more of a thrill to him if the opportunity
presents itself and he thinks he can get away with it. Better still he likes the intrigue and
excitement of the chase and may suddenly and unexplainably take off at full throttle, his haste
only then interrupted now and again by a random (and unscheduled) somersault or nosedive as
he falls over himself with miscalculated exuberance!

Part of your journey with Buster is to mould him to fit into your lifestyle, in that constant battle
against nature versus nurture, but part is also to accept him for who he is and enjoy his frivolities
too.
Buster is forever young and there will always be something of the puppy in him. Enjoy your
travels with Buster throughout life, he will sense your joy and pride and you will always have a
true soul mate, constant companion and good natured pal.
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